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Summary
The goal of Work Package 5 is to construct, demonstrate and evaluate applications capable of increasing
a subject’s level of physical activity, thereby also increasing general well-being.
This deliverable elaborates on Deliverable 5.3a and Deliverable 5.2a, in which models for effective
feedback strategies and initial specifications of smart well-being components are discussed respectively.
More specifically, the former describes six personalised adaptive feedback strategies that aim to
improve a subject’s level of self-efficacy with respect to physical activity. The latter mainly focuses on
specific feedback messages for the various personalised adaptive feedback strategies.
The primary goal of this deliverable is to describe the components for smart well-being applications and
how these were implemented into an existing ambulatory feedback system; the Activity Coach. Next to
the components suggested in Deliverable 5.2a, one additional component was added aiming at selfadaptive goal-setting. Future research focuses at evaluation of the system that was designed; firstly, at a
technological level, i.e. does the system work as it is supposed to. Secondly, user experience in terms of
usability and behavioral change will be assessed in a small field trial.
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1 Introduction
The goal of Work Package 5 is to construct, demonstrate and evaluate applications capable of increasing
an individual’s level of well-being. Adopted from Deliverable 1.3a, the final service we envision helps to
improve an individual’s level of well-being by increasing the level of physical activity. This choice is based
on research findings showing that higher levels of physical activity have significant positive effects on
health condition and prevention of several mental and physical chronic diseases. To further specify our
goal: to develop a service that increases a user’s level of physical activity and is not abandoned after
three to four weeks but can be used for extended periods of time. With respect to the challenge of
developing such a service, Deliverable 1.3a describes several models and theories from behavioural
sciences on how to achieve and maintain behavioural change. Incorporating these theories into the
service, should lead to the desired outcome: enhanced effectiveness and long term adherence.
Elaborating on how to implement these theories and models, Deliverable 5.3a describes some of the
major factors influencing behavioral change, as well as how these factors are distributed in a healthy
population and among rehabilitation patients. The findings led to the definition of eight typical users, for
whom six different feedback strategies were developed. Depending on the characteristics of users, they
are categorized as one of eight typical users and assigned to one of the six feedback strategies
accordingly; users will receive a different feedback strategy and thereby different feedback, based on
their individual user profile. Adapting feedback to the individual user, based on information from this
user, so-called tailoring (Hawkins et al., 2008), is thought to increase the effect of an intervention, but
also increase long-term adherence to a service (Deliverable 1.3a & 5.3a).
Elaborating on previous deliverables (D1.3a, D5.3a), initial specifications were made for the design of
smart well-being components in Deliverable 5.2a, providing concrete instructions on how to implement
the personalized feedback strategies. Subsequently, the current deliverable the system that was
developed based on these specifications in detail.
Following this general introduction, Chapter 2 continues with an overview of the background regarding
this research and a description of the Activity Coach; the service which the feedback strategies are
programmed onto. Although Deliverable 5.2a describes the specifications and instructions regarding the
feedback strategies, an additional component regarding self-adaptive goal-setting was added that were
not previously mentioned. All components are described in Chapter 3. Next, the design of the smart
well-being components is discussed in Chapter 4 and a conclusion is provided in Chapter 5.
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2 Background
The spread of mobile and wireless technology, such as mobile phones, smart-phones, or tablets, leads to
a rising number of mobile phone health interventions (Klasnja & Pratt 2012). Especially in developed
countries, where mobile phones have become ubiquitous over the past years, the population seems to
be accustomed to – or even dependent on – mobile applications that directly or indirectly monitor the
user’s health information, including weight trackers, diet applications or sports and exercise trackers
(Klasnja & Pratt 2012).
Although there is a significant acceptance of fitness-tracking applications (e.g., RunKeeper , Beeminder ,
Runtastic) for those who are already physically active, the solutions to encourage appropriate and
sufficient physical activity throughout the day remain unknown. The majority of these applications limits
their feedback to objective measurements (e.g., calories burned, distance covered and average speed)
and do not take into account other subjective measures relevant to health behavior change and chronic
disease management (Klasnja & Pratt 2012). Examples of subjective measurements can be the user’s
recognized necessity and willingness to increase level of physical activity and the belief about the
subject’s capability to do so. One example of applicability of theories on behavioral change is the GoalSetting Theory (Locke & Latham 2002), which has been used in several studies aiming at promotion of
healthy lifestyles (Consolvo et al. 2009; Colineau & Paris 2010; Normand 2008; Shilts et al. 2004).
However, only a few studies take into account theories and models from behavioral sciences when
providing users with feedback. Earlier, it has been recognized that the user’s level of Self-Efficacy and
Stage of Change should be taken into account when deciding on the content of feedback messages to
users (Deliverable 1.3a). Furthermore, few studies include users as their own control. Using a goal based
on data from healthy control subjects is nowhere near the most accurate way to encourage physical
activity. Patients could conclude that their efforts were not enough, possibly never reach their goal and
simply give up.
Another important aspect that is frequently addressed in literature is daily physical activity pattern (the
distribution of physical activity over the day) (Evering 2013; Cooper et al. 2000; Dixon-Ibarra et al. 2013;
Arnardottir et al. 2013). Earlier research at Roessingh Research and Development (RRD) showed that
chronic low back pain patients (Dekker-van Weering et al. 2012) and patients suffering from chronic
fatigue (Evering, van Weering, et al. 2011) struggle to balance their physical activity pattern. Both
studies suggest that patients spend most of their energy during the morning and are too exhausted for
leisure activities for the rest of the day. Furthermore, the studies showed that patients were unaware of
their physical activity habits. It is hypothesized that setting goals that help subjects to balance their
physical activity pattern over the day is a significant benefit. However, it is likely that a subject’s activity
pattern during a work day is different from other days of the week. Therefore, it seems reasonable to
define different goal lines for each day of the week. In addition, research shows that members of the
non-working population show different physical activity patterns, depending on the day of week
(Arnardottir et al., 2013).
Concluding, although most of the activity trackers include some tailored aspects in their applications,
such as age, gender, weight or height, there is a general lack tailored feedback based on constructs from
4

behavioral sciences (see Deliverable 1.3a). Ideally, feedback messages should also be tailored to the
individual’s status on key theoretical determinants (e.g. knowledge, outcome expectations, normative
beliefs, stage of change, self-efficacy) regarding the behaviour of interest (see Deliverable 5.2a and
Deliverable 5.3a). Additionally, the majority of publicly available applications miss sufficient context
awareness in providing feedback, e.g. take into account the daily routine of the user and day of the
week when providing feedback.

2.1 The Activity Coach
The Continuous Care & Coaching Platform (C3PO) was developed at Roessingh Research and
Development. It integrates ambulant sensing methods to measure relevant biosignals and provides
feedback to both patients and care providers. The platform aims to support elderly patients and patients
with chronic diseases in “developing and maintaining an active lifestyle and improving their physical
condition, either independently or supervised remotely by their healthcare professionals” (op den Akker
et al. 2012).
The high level architecture includes
three actors – patient, server and care
provider – and comprises four
components:
sensor,
smartphone,
server and web portal (Figure 1). C3PO’s
modular architecture allows for
simultaneous use of multiple sensors,
such as a heart rate monitor and an
accelerometer. The ProMove-3D (Figure
Figure 1. High level architecture of C3PO
2), developed by Inertia Technology1,
should be worn on the hip and is used to
monitor physical activity. It includes a tri-axial accelerometer and a Bluetooth chip that allows for a
wireless connection with the smartphone. Physical activity is measured by the sensor by calculating the
Integral of the Modules of body Acceleration (IMA), expressed as IMA counts per minute (Bouten et al.
1996). When compared to a smartphone’s accelerometer, the ProMove-3D has a higher sampling
frequency, which results in higher sensitivity and accuracy. More important is that the sensor is worn on
the body continuously, whereas smartphones are typically not.
The variability of IMA values over the day is shown to the user in a real-time plot where the x-axis
corresponds to time and the y-axis to the cumulative level of physical activity (Figure 2). Additionally,
the users’ goal is drawn as another line, so that they can compare their physical activity pattern to the
recommended goal pattern. The application also provides the percentage of deviation between the realtime cumulative IMA value and the goal line. The Activity Coach also provides messages to the user.
Depending on the difference between the activity level of the user and the goal line over a period of
time, the messages can be ‘encouraging’, ‘neutral’ or ‘discouraging’ and either suggestions (e.g. “Is there

1

http://www.inertia-technology.com/
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anything to clean around the house?” or “Take a nice walk!”) or real-time feedback (e.g. “Well done.” or
“Your activity level is sufficient.”).
Before the implementation of the work mentioned in this deliverable, the goal line was fixed throughout
the intervention period and was based on data acquired from a group of healthy control subjects or, in
most recent versions, based on data acquired during the first week of the intervention.
An Android-based application is responsible for analyzing and displaying the information. Together with
the ProMove-3D sensor it constitutes the Activity
Coach. This application runs on the latest smart-phone
models and has a highly modular architecture. It can
also be linked to a remote database which in turn can
be accessed by the user and healthcare professionals.
Regarding the Activity Coach, none of the previous
versions included constructs from theories on
behavioral change or adaptive goal-setting. By the
current work, we intend to develop an application that
is able to test the hypothesis that adding adaptation
and context awareness improves the effectiveness of
smart well-being applications.

Figure 2. The Activity Coach
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3 Smart well-being components
The current chapter describes the components that should be added to the smart well-being application
and how to realize this.
The current work adds three components, or modules, to the Activity Coach:
1. A User Model Module, responsible for collecting, storing and providing all the information
regarding the user to other modules;
2. A Smart Reference Module, responsible for analyzing the IMA data of each day and creating a
new goal line for the upcoming day and;
3. A Personalized Feedback Module, responsible for identifying the most suitable feedback strategy
for the user at a certain moment and managing the real-time motivational cues provided to the
user.
These three modules are described in detail below. For clarification, Figure 3 shows an overview of all
modules of the smartphone application, including those that already exist. The Personalized Feedback
Module replaces the Basic Feedback Module in the new version of the smartphone application.

Figure 3. High level overview of all modules of the smartphone application
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3.1 User Model Module
The User Model Module gathers all the information from the user. Any module that measures and
collects user-related data, either from a sensor (e.g. heart-rate sensor) or from direct user-input (e.g.
questionnaires), can send the information to the User Model Module. This module will store the data
and keep track of the updates for future analysis. Inversely, any module of the Activity Coach can
request all sorts of information from the User Model Module at any time. Regarding the current
implementation, it only receives data from the Personalized Feedback Module and from the Smart
Reference Module, but in future improvements, all data regarding the user will be sent to this module.
The idea of a module collecting the data from the user is supported by literature as in e.g. (Bielik et al.
2012). Data are stored in an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file and can be accessed by all the
modules at any time.

3.2 Smart Reference Module
The purpose of the Smart Reference Module is to define a goal line for each day. In the previous versions
of the Activity Coach, the goal line was based on a combination of data acquired from healthy control
subjects and data measured from the patient. The healthcare professional could update the goal line
manually via the web-portal and configure the exact date when the new goal line should be used.
Although a new goal line could be configured every day, this would be highly time-consuming,
contradicting one of the objectives of telemedicine: to reduce the time spent by healthcare
professionals in routine procedures.
The new version suggests an adaptive approach that automatically creates a new goal line every day
based on (1) parameters defined in the configuration file and (2) the data of the user from previous
days. The basic idea is that each day of the week has a different goal line, taking into account the weekly
routine of the user.
3.2.1 Daily Summary
At the beginning of the new day, the Smart Reference Module creates a summary of the previous day
that includes the average of different periods of the day (morning/afternoon/evening/day), the last IMA
value registered, as well as a summary of IMA values spread equally over the day. The Daily Summary
also includes the variables necessary for the classification of the daily activity pattern as either
‘balanced’ or ‘imbalanced’, as a result of the comparison between the real activity pattern and the goal
line. The two factors that influence this classification are (1) the amount of activity that the user
performed on that day and (2) the variation of activity throughout the day. The amount of activity is
considered ‘good’ if the ratio between the end point of the activity and the end point of the goal line is
lower than the value defined by a certain threshold. This value can be adapted for each case and is set
to 10% as default. If the user closes the application before the ending time of the goal line, the system
calculates an interpolated end point using the weighted averages of the different periods of the day
from previous data of the same weekday.
The method used for classification of the activity pattern is the same as used by Tabak et al.(2013). The
first step is to calculate the absolute difference between the activity line and the goal line for each point.
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Then the line is translated vertically with a constant ‘c’ to obtain the smallest difference. Next, the
percentage of activity balance (Figure 4) is calculated as follows:
(

(

))

This percentage is 100% if the activity line exactly resembles the goal line. In this research, a pattern was
considered ‘good’ if the percentage is higher than the value defined by a certain threshold. By default
this value is 70%.

Figure 4. Example of calculation of the percentage of activity balance (adapted from Tabak et al., 2013)

3.2.2 Goal Line
A goal line is a function that represents the cumulative variation of IMA’s that the user should achieve
on a specific day. The goal line is characterized by its end goal, the last cumulative value of the plot, and
pattern – variation of IMA values throughout the day (Figure 5Figure ). This function is visualized in a plot
where the x-axis corresponds to the time in hours and the y-axis to the cumulative IMA values.
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Figure 5. Example of two goal lines with the same end goal but different pattern

Empirical research suggests that chronic disease patients struggle to balance the activity level
throughout the day (Evering et al., 2011; Tabak et al., 2012). In a case control study, Evering et al. (2011)
conclude that patients with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, when compared to control subjects, have normal
levels of physical activity in the morning and reduced levels in the afternoon and evening. The authors
suggest that patients are not aware that they spend a lot of energy during the morning and do not have
energy left for the afternoon and evening.
This Goal Line module intends to help users adjust their activity pattern, for example by lowering the
activity in the morning and increasing in the afternoon and evening. However, we are aware that, for
example due to their jobs, users are not able to have the same activity level during working and nonworking days. The difference in activity levels between working and non-working days is taken into
account in our application. Thorp et al. (2012) studied the different activity habits on working and nonworking days of Australian office-workers. This study reports that subjects tended to be highly sedentary
on working days between 09:00 and 16:59 and it is suggested that the best period to encourage physical
activity is immediately after work. Therefore, different levels of activity should be translated in different
end goals and patterns. This module aims to solve this issue by setting different sub-goals during the
day. The Smart Reference Module also allows specific configuration for each day of the week.
The GP, physiotherapist or the user can define the daily end goal of the user in terms of a cumulative
IMA value and different breakpoints, i.e. the percentage of total IMA that the user should accomplish at
certain moments of the day. The idea is to help the user to adopt a balanced physical activity pattern
throughout the day. For instance, a user should be able to accomplish 500.000 IMA on Mondays, 40% of
this value should be achieved before 12 o’clock and 70% before 16 o’clock, leaving 30% of the desired
physical activity to the evening (Table 1). In this way, the goal line will not be a linear function, as in its
previous versions, but several linear functions connecting the breakpoints. The number of breakpoints is
not restricted and can vary between the different days of the week. Following the same example, the
new goal line will be used on the next Monday.
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Table 1. Example of configuration for Mondays and Tuesdays

Day of the week

Monday

Tuesday

Daily Goal (IMA)

500.000

700.00

Breakpoints

Time
08:00
12:00
16:00
22:00

Percentage
0%
40%
70%
100%

Time
07:00
08:00
13:00
18:00
22:00

Percentage
0%
15%
50%
80%
100%

If the user does not use the application for one or more days, the system defines the respective goal
lines based on previous records or on the data from the configuration.
3.2.3 Weekday Data Record
After creating a Daily Summary, the application combines the new data with previous data from the
same day of the week. For instance, if yesterday was Monday, the system combines this data with the
data from previous Mondays. The average of each period is calculated using Linear Weighted Moving
Average (LWMA) (Equation 1). This method was chosen instead of an arithmetical average to ensure
that recent data are weighed heavier than older data.
∑
∑

(Equation 1)

The system creates a new XML file every day, saving the daily summaries from the respective days of the
week.

3.3 Personalized Feedback Module
Different users require different feedback approaches (Deliverable 1.3a, Deliverable 5.3a). Dekker-van
Weering et al. (2012) suggest that personalized messages have the potential to influence activity
behavior. This study analyzed the response of Chronic Low Back Pain patients to different types of
messages (encouraging, neutral and discouraging) and whether this response was influenced by the
stage-of-change and the pain intensity level. The authors concluded that patients in different stages-ofchange respond differently to the feedback messages. For instance, one patient in the contemplation
phase showed the lowest response to the feedback messages while patients in the preparation or
maintenance phase showed high response to the messages. This suggests that the content of the
messages should be personalized to improve the outcomes.
Deliverable 5.2a suggest three variables that should be considered while providing adaptive messages to
the user: self-efficacy level, stage-of-change and baseline activity. For example, users with a high level of
self-efficacy, who are able to balance their physical activity throughout the day, do not need the same
guidance as users with a low level of physical activity and poor balance. Based on the different variables,
eight personas were identified, who can be assigned to one of six different feedback strategies
(Deliverable 5.2a). The content of the messages provided to users depend on (1) the feedback strategy
11

that was assigned based on level of Self-Efficacy, Stage of Change and daily pattern of physical activity,
and (2) the current level of physical activity when compared to the goal line. Level of Self-Efficacy and
Stage of Change are determined using the answers to the questionnaires presented in Table 2 and Table
3, respectively. Both questionnaires were implemented in Dutch. The final score of the level of SelfEfficacy is determined summing the answers to the questions. As each question can be answered with a
score between 0 and 100, the final score of the self-efficacy level ranges between 0 and 800. A total
score below 270 is considered ‘low’ and above 542 is ‘high’, in between is considered ‘average’.
Table 2. Questionnaire to assess level of Self-Efficacy

On a scale of 0-100 how confident are you that you would be able to…
… exercise when you are lacking of time.
… exercise when you lack energy.
… exercise when you feel discomfort.
… exercise when the weather is not good (for example rain or snow).
… include exercise in your daily routine.
… consistently exercise three times per week.
… arrange your schedule to include regular exercise.
… exercise when you have a lot of things to do.
Table 3. Questionnaire to assess Stage of Change

Are you at least 5 times per week physically active (walking, cycling,
or doing sports) for more than 30 minutes each time?

Classification

Yes, I have been for MORE than 6 months.

Maintenance

Yes, I have been for LESS than 6 months.

Action

No, but I intend to in the next 30 days.

Preparation

No, but I intend to in the next 6 months.

Contemplation

No, and I do NOT intend to in the next 6 months.

Pre-contemplation

In its current version, the questionnaires are provided to the user every three weeks, probably resulting
in a new feedback strategy. To our knowledge, there is no conclusive research available on the most
appropriate time interval to measure Self-Efficacy and Stage of Change.
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When the user answers the questionnaires, the Personalized Feedback Module requests the variables
for the classification of the activity pattern (ratio between real end point and end goal and the balance
of physical activity) from the User Model Module since the last feedback strategy update. It averages
each one of the variables and uses the thresholds defined in the configuration to categorize the activity
pattern as either ‘proper’ or ‘improper’.
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4 Design of smart well-being components
Chapter 4 will focus on the implementation details of the smart well-being modules introduced in
Chapter 3. The three sections refer to the modules that are added to the system, covering input and
output data and all the configuration details for the User Model Module, the Smart Reference Module,
and the Personalized Feedback Module.

4.1 User Model Module
The User Model Module is the newly introduced module responsible for gathering, storing and providing
the information related to the user. Its configuration file contains the parameters that the module will
keep track of in this specific scenario (Figure 6). The parameters are aggregated into groups according to
their topic/relevance. The new values of a parameter can be continuously stored
(enableHistory=”true”) or just store the last value updated (enableHistory=”false”). The
number of groups and parameters is not restricted, allowing specific configurations for each scenario.

Figure 6. Example of the configuration file of the User Model Module for a specific scenario

The User Model Module is also a provider of information to other modules. When it receives a request
from one of the other modules, the User Model Module reads the last file stored in the data directory of
this specific module (e.g. Figure 7) and sends a hub-message created specifically for this kind of
interaction – the User Model Message. The UserModelMessage contains the name of the parameters
requested and all the values available in a <time,value>-pair. It is possible to request all the values
available of a certain parameter or only after a specified time (e.g. request the values of self-efficacy
after the 1st of March, 2013). Several parameters can be provided in the same message. As an example,
Figure 7 shows the interaction between this module and the Personalized Feedback Module.
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Figure 7. Example of User Model Record XML file. It contains information from both Smart Reference and
Personalized Feedback Module

4.2 Smart Reference Module
The main purpose of the Smart Reference Module is to create a goal line that motivates and encourages
the user to engage in a properly balanced amount of physical activity. With that purpose, attainable yet
challenging goals are provided to the user, taking into account the different days of the week. Other
functionalities were added to the module foreseeing future versions of the application. This section will
describe the main functions of the module in more detail.
Figure 8 shows the flow of the initialization process of this module. When the application is launched,
this module initializes automatically and checks whether there is a GoalLine XML file in the ‘ref’ folder
with the date of one week from yesterday. This means that if today is Monday, the algorithm checks if
there is already a goal line for next Sunday. If yes, the module finishes the initialization immediately. This
case would mean that this is not the first time the user starts the application on that day of the week. If
there is no goal line defined, the Smart Reference Module checks the date of the last IMA data
processed and sends a hub-message to the IMAData Module requesting all the data since that day till
the beginning of the current day (00:00). In that case, data is divided into different days, guaranteeing
that all data is analyzed even if the user does not start the application during one or more days.
Next, data of each day are analyzed separately and in chronological order. If the data of the day are not
valid, the module checks if there is a WeekdayDataRecord XML from the same day of the week (e.g.: if
yesterday was Sunday, the system searches for files from previous Sundays). If such a file exists, a new
Goal Line XML file is created based on the data from the Weekday Data Record. If not, the module
creates a default goal line based on the parameters from the configuration file. On the contrary, if the
IMA data is valid, the module creates a new object Daily Summary. If there is a WeekdayDataRecord
XML for the weekday of yesterday, the module reads the XML file and updates the parameters. After
that, the new data is sent to the User Model Module, which creates a new goal line that will be used in
six days from the current day. The module finishes its initialization when all data are analyzed and
respective goal lines created.
15

Figure 8. Flowchart of initialization of the Smart Reference Module. The initialization is concluded when all the previous data is processed and respective goal
lines are created
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4.2.1 Daily Summary
A new DailySummary is created if the IMA data from the previous day is valid, i.e. if sufficient data is
collected (the level of sufficiency is configurable). As the name suggests, a Daily Summary contains
the most relevant parameters of the day: date, end point of the day (daily-end-point), arithmetical
average of IMA data per minute during a daily period, percentage of activity balance and several IMA
values spread throughout the day (saved-IMA-data).
There are two possible scenarios regarding the definition of the end point of the day: if the user
switches off the application after the endpoint defined in the configuration file (it would be at 20:00
o’clock in the example represented in Figure 9Figure ), then the daily-end-point corresponds to the
cumulative IMA value at that time. On the contrary, if the user switches off the application at 17:00
o’clock, the system interpolates an end point. Two implementation possibilities were considered in
this case:
1. Add a linear function from the last point acquired (in this case at 17:00) where the slope of
the function corresponds to the daily IMA average per minute. This means that, in the same
example, if the daily average per minute was 50 IMA, then the interpolated daily-end-point
would correspond to the last value measured plus 9.000 IMA (
.
2. Consider different averages of the daily period per minute. Assume that the user closes the
application at 13:00 and the end point should be at 20:00. In this case, the system will
consider a linear function which slope corresponds to the IMA average per minute during
the afternoon from previous days till 17:00 (pre-defined end of the afternoon) and, after
that, another linear function with the slope corresponding to the IMA average per minute
during the evening.
The second option was chosen considering that from previous research, users tend to show
decreasing levels of physical activity from morning to afternoon and evening. The second method
seems to be the most accurate.

Example of daily activity
Using the
daily IMA
average/min

Cumulative IMA value

600000
500000
400000

Using the IMA
average/min per period

300000
200000
100000
0
25000

35000

45000

55000
65000
Time (minutes)
data measured from the sensor

75000

85000

Figure 9.1 Example of interpolation of the end point considering the two different methods

The algorithm also performs the calculation of the arithmetical average of IMA per minute during a
daily period. Four different daily periods were defined: morning, afternoon, evening and the
17

complete day. The time of the beginning of the afternoon and beginning of the evening is defined in
the configuration file of this module. The other points are taken from the data; the start and end of
the day correspond, in a normal case, to the time of the first and last measurement from the sensor,
respectively. The averages of the periods are calculated considering these times. For example, if the
user switches on the application at 11:00 and the end of the morning is defined at 12:00, the
average of the morning will be the arithmetical average of IMA’s per minute from 11:00 to 12:00.
The calculation of the averages is based on the IMA values per 10-second interval instead of the
cumulative values shown in the GUI. In the future, the start and end times of the periods should be
taken from the agenda of the user (e.g.: beginning of the afternoon could coincide with the end of
the lunch time).
The classification of the activity pattern is based on the work from Tabak et al.(2013). The goal line
of that day is taken as a reference to classify the physical activity pattern. For this calculation, once
again, only real-IMA-values are considered. The first step is to sort the real-IMA-values according to
their distance to the reference line. The index of the median of the sorted list is found in order to
calculate the required shift – constant ‘c’ – and translate vertically the real-IMA-values line. After
that, the average of the absolute difference between the real-IMA-values after the shift and the
values from the goal line is calculated – defined as the real activity balance. Finally, the percentage
of activity balance is calculated from the ratio between the real activity balance and the average of
the goal line per minute. This percentage is 100% if the activity line resembles exactly the goal line
(see Figure 4). The percentage of activity balance is sent to and stored by the User Model Module.
In each Daily Summary, the system stores a group of IMA points which periodicity corresponds to
the parameter paceIMAData defined in the configuration file of the module. In the case represented
in Figure 10, the system would store the data every 15 minutes (paceIMAdata=’15’). To do so,
the system calculates the arithmetical average between the points within that time interval. For
example, the first point stored would be an average from the points from 08:00 to 08:15, the second
from 08:15 to 08:30, and so on. These points are used to define the goal line.
4.2.2 Goal Line
The configuration file of the Smart Reference Module includes the configuration details of the Goal
Line. Following the same example given in section 3.2.2, consider a user that should be able to
accomplish 500.000 IMA on Mondays and 40% of this value should be achieved till 12.00 and 70% till
16.00, leaving 30% of the desired physical activity to the evening. Figure 10 shows part of the
configuration file of the goal line of this user. The configuration file represents the ideal situation for
this user. When there is no Weekday Data Record file stored in the system, the goal line created is
based on the data from the configuration file.
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Figure 10. Part of an example of a configuration file showing the goal for each day of the week and the
breakpoints for Mondays and Tuesdays

The first step when defining a new goal line is to find the end point of the new goal line (desired-endpoint). If the deviation between the weighted end-point from the same weekday and the daily goal
defined in the configuration file is lower than the pre-defined deviation allowance, the desired-endpoint will be 100% plus the deviation allowance. In the case shown in Figure 10, the desired-endpoint would be 110% of the weighted-end-point. Otherwise, the desired-end-point coincides with
the daily goal from the configuration file. After that, the definition of a new goal line follows several
steps:
1. From the saved-IMA-data mentioned before, the algorithm selects the points that are
closest to the time of the breakpoints from the configuration file from each one of the Daily
Summaries of that weekday. Following the same example, the points chosen would be
(08:00, 12:00, 16:00, and 20:00);
2. The system then calculates the weighted average of the data for each one of these
breakpoints and divides this value by the desired-end-point in order to get the percentage of
physical activity performed till that time;
3. If the IMA average for a certain breakpoint is zero, the percentage considered for the new
goal line at that time is the same as defined in the configuration file. Otherwise, the
algorithm calculates the arithmetical average between the percentage that the user
accomplished and the one defined in the configuration file. The only exceptions are for the
first and last breakpoint in which case the percentages are always 0 and 100, respectively;
4. Based on the percentages mentioned above and the desired-end-point, the system defines
the new goal line and writes an XML file with the data.
4.2.3 Weekday Data Record
The Weekday Data Record keeps track of the information of the same weekdays. For example, if
yesterday was Monday, when initializing, the module checks if there is already an XML file stored in
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the system regarding previous Mondays. If yes, this file is read and the data is combined with the
data from the new Daily Summary if the data of the day is valid.
The IMA averages per period explained above and the daily end-point are averaged with the data
from previous days using the LWMA provided earlier in Equation 1. These values are sent to the User
Model Module and a new Weekday Data Record XML file is stored in the system (e.g. Figure 11Figure
).

Figure 11. Part of a Weekday Data Record file

4.3 Personalized Feedback Module
The Personalized Feedback Module is the third module added to the Activity Coach. The module
requests the last feedback strategy from the User Model Module during its initialization. If the user
was already assigned to a feedback strategy, the Personalized Feedback Module checks the last entry
and updates it as the current feedback strategy. If this is not the case and there is no information
about feedback strategies stored in the system, the Personalized Feedback Module asks the User
Input Module to provide the questionnaires on Self-Efficacy and Stage of Change. The GUI Module
receives the answers from the user and forwards them to the Personalized Feedback Module where
they are analyzed. The Personalized Feedback Module also requests the variables necessary for the
classification of the physical activity pattern from the User Model Module. Finally, the most suitable
feedback strategy is assigned automatically. The same questionnaires are answered every three
weeks. When this happens, the algorithm only considers the classification of daily pattern since the
last feedback strategy update. Figure 12 shows a simplified sequence diagram of this process. The
selected feedback strategy determines the content of the feedback messages that users receive.
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Figure 12. Sequence diagram of the interaction between the Personalized Feedback Module and the
GUI Module and the User Model Module

4.3.1 Assessment of Self-Efficacy and Stage of Change
Level of Self-Efficacy and Stage of Change are assessed through questionnaires that are provided to
the user every three weeks. The questionnaire to assess the Stage of Change is given as a set of
multiple choice questions (Figure 13). The level of Self-Efficacy is determined by the sum of eight
questions presented as a visual analog scale (Figure 14) and classified as high, average or low in
accordance with the thresholds defined in the configuration file (Figure 15).

Figure 13. Questions to determine Stage of Change
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Figure 14.2 Questions to determine Self-Efficacy

4.3.2 Classification of the activity pattern
When the Personalized Feedback Module receives the answers from the questionnaires, it requests
the variables necessary for the classification of the activity pattern from the User Model Module; the
ratio between end point of each day and the end goal, and the percentage of activity balance. The
module averages each one of these values over time since the last feedback strategy update and
compares them to the thresholds defined in the configuration file of this module; activity balance
deviation allowance and end point deviation allowance (Figure 15). These parameters can be
adjusted in the configuration file at any point, supporting the adaptability and personalization of the
system. If both values are below the threshold, the activity pattern is considered ‘improper’;
otherwise it is ‘proper’.
4.3.3 Message Manager
The messages given to the user are based on (1) the deviation of the user’s level of physical activity
from the goal line and (2) the feedback strategy adopted.
The configuration file of this module specifies the deviation allowance, i.e. the percentage that the
user can deviate from the goal line before receiving encouraging/discouraging feedback. In the
example of Figure 15, this value is set to 10%. This means that users will receive encouraging
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messages if their activity level is more than 10% below the value of the goal line, and discouraging
messages if their activity level is more than 10% above the goal line. Otherwise, the user will receive
neutral feedback.

Figure 15. Example of configuration file of the Personalized Feedback Module

The configuration of the User Input Module defines the periodicity in which feedback messages are
given to the user. By default, this time is set to once every hour. The User Input Module sends a
feedback request via hub-message that is recognized by the Personalized Feedback Module. Then,
this module checks the constraints defined to a specific situation, chooses a group of suitable
messages and, from this group, randomly selects one message to provide to the user. The GUI
Module receives the message and displays it on the screen. This process is illustrated in Figure 16.
Additional to the messages that are automatically generated every hour, users can always see the
percentage of deviation from their goal line. This percentage can be based on the whole day, the last
hour or an even shorter timespan to represent the instantaneous deviation (i.e. over the last
minutes).
Each message is defined by a unique identifier (message-id), the text that will be shown to the user,
and an optional set of constraints; rules that define conditions that must be fulfilled when sending a
specific feedback message. These constraints can be context related (e.g. sunny/rainy weather),
personal preferences (e.g. preference for indoor/outdoor activities) or any other category. In the
case of Figure 15, only the activity level and the feedback strategies are considered.
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Figure 16. Sequence diagram of the process of provide a message to the user.

Figure 17. Example of messages provided to the user.
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5 Conclusion
Although the initial specification, Deliverable 5.2a, only concerned the feedback strategies,
additional components were implemented in a smart well-being application. With respect to the
application that was used, the Activity Coach, brainstorm sessions lead to conclusion that the goal
line of the individual user should be improved. A fixed goal line through the whole intervention,
sometimes based on healthy control subjects, is not the best solution. Furthermore, the system was
tailored not only in terms of adaptation (using constructs of behavior change models) but also in
terms of context awareness (adapting to the user’s routine). Previous versions of the system already
included context awareness elements, such as weather information or location. Along these lines, a
component was developed that is responsible for the daily data analysis and the goal line, displayed
on the screen of the smartphone.
The objective of this deliverable was to combine tailoring features in order to increase the long term
adherence and impact of the system through the design and implementation of self-adaptive goalsetting and personalized feedback strategies with respect to an activity based ambulatory feedback
system, the Activity Coach.
This chapter starts with the discussion and limitations of the work developed. We analyze the design
and implementation of the User Model Module, Smart Reference Module and Personalized
Feedback Module. The chapter ends with a concise conclusion of the work.

5.1 Discussion
5.1.1 User Model Module
The User Model Module was designed not only for gathering information but also to increase the
level of personalization of the system contributing to our main goal. This module assumes the role of
a communication bridge for all the information regarding the user. In the current version of the
Activity Coach, the User Model Module keeps track of the constructs of behavioral change (selfefficacy and stage-of-change) as well as the parameters regarding the daily activity of the user
(averages of the different periods of the day, cumulative end point and, percentage of activity
balance).
5.1.2 Smart Reference Module
The Smart Reference Module is one of the two most important features of this research. The aim of
this module is to analyze and summarize the daily activity of the user as well as to define the goal
line for each new day. The module constitutes one of the self-adaptive components of the system.
The algorithm gathers the information of each day of the week in order to adapt to the routine of
the user (context awareness). This was done in order to take into account the difference in activity
between week days and weekends, and days on which the user exercises. During those days the
cumulative IMA end point would be different than on other days. Future research should also
include the sub-module “agenda”, based on which the system can recognize whether the user is
available, has a meeting, or is on holiday for example.
The generation of the new goal line starts with calculating the cumulative end point. Subsequently,
based on parameters from the configuration file, a new goal line is defined based on data acquired
earlier. The cumulative end goal is the main parameter necessary for the generation of a goal line.
According to the Goal-Setting Theory, to get the best results, one should set challenging but still
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attainable goals. The question of the attainability should not be left out considering that, if users do
not reach their goals, they can get demotivated and stop using the system. In other words, the goal
must be higher than the average of the current activity (challenge), but how much higher
(attainability)? This still needs to be evaluated in practice. An aspect that could be of influence on
this question is the user’s level of self-efficacy with respect to physical activity. Therefore, future
versions of the system should also set users’ goals based on their score on the self-efficacy
questionnaire.
Another important question to analyze was the balance of activity pattern. This was one of the main
difficulties faced during the development of the work. At the moment of the publication of this
research, there is no guideline that defines what a proper daily pattern of physical activity is.
Literature suggests that the physical activity should be evenly spread throughout the day. In terms of
goal line, this is represented by a linear function. However, we are aware that this is not suitable for
most of the population, especially those who have office jobs. In this way, it is necessary to counterbalance the two ideas and find the best answer. We decided to leave this question open in a way
that the classification of the daily pattern is done in comparison to the goal line. This means that, if
future research gives insights into the most suitable distribution of physical activity throughout the
day, the breakpoints of the goal line can be adjusted via the web-portal and then be coherent with
the new results. However, it was necessary to make an assumption of the threshold of the
percentage of activity balance that would define the limit between ‘proper’ and ‘improper’. Again,
the thresholds that were chosen need to be verified with end-users. Finally, some of the aspects of
this module are not visible to the user (e.g. daily and weekly average of the physical activity).
5.1.3 Personalized Feedback Module
One common aspect in the diverse theories regarding behavior change is the importance given to
the feedback provided to the user. Although the majority of the interventions for promotion of
physical activity provide feedback, to our best knowledge, till the moment of the publication of this
report, there were no studies evaluating the incorporation of constructs of behavioral change in the
content of real-time feedback messages. In this deliverable, the content of the messages is adapted
to the users, taking into account their levels of Self-Efficacy and Stage of Change, and the
classification of the daily activity pattern as either ‘proper’ or ‘improper’. The six feedback strategies
described in Deliverable 5.2a combine the levels of self-efficacy, stage-of-change and the daily
activity pattern. Our contribution was to incorporate the questionnaires and the classification of the
daily activity pattern into the Activity Coach, as well as the associated message manager. Thinking
about future implementations, the Personalized Feedback Module was designed in a way that an
unlimited number of messages can be added to the system and categorized according to different
constraints, i.e. rules that define conditions that must be fulfilled when sending a specific feedback
message. Together with the User Model Module, the system can provide messages tailored to the
user’s preferences. For example, a user who has a dog can be prompted with a message suggesting
to go for a walk outside with the dog.

5.2 Future research
We believe that the incorporation of self-adaptive goal-setting and personalized feedback strategies
in the Activity Coach will benefit users in their way to become more active and increase the
adherence to the service. The self-adaptive processes can also be applied to other ambulatory
systems used for monitoring and coaching with respect to physical activity. Future research aims at
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evaluation of the new version of the Activity Coach. First, the system is evaluated at a technological
level; validating assumptions that were made while programming the application’s smart well-being
components. Only after this, the user experience is evaluated by assessing usability and investigation
of the effectiveness of the system in terms of behavioral change (DeChant, 1996).
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